**Attention Attention!**

Stage Left: A Lone Camper Comes Running until he is in front of crowd.

**LONE Camper** (as he runs)-"ATTENTION............" (yelling this until in front of crowd.)

(Lone Scout now stands in front of crowd)

Person 1 in Audience: "WHAT,WHAT,WHAT?"
Person 2 In Audience: "What do you want."

**Lone Camper**- "I just wanted some attention"

---

**Bandana Instructor**  
Description - Instructor tells how they went to Mt. Ranier and went on a hike. Before they left, they had to give up their most unnecessary items & only take what was needed.

One of the items they were allowed to take was a bandana because it served so many purposes - which they will now demonstrate.

Ask for an audience volunteer - someone who has a bandana. (Choose the plant in the audience, who comes down acting a bit less than intelligent.)

Tell the plant that because it is a big audience, you will show one side of the audience and he should show the other.

Instructor takes out bandana and shows it to the crowd "I've got my bandana!"

Plant watches, then takes out Banana "I got my bandana!"

Instructor tells plant to do exactly as he does. Instructor goes through the following, and the plant does as he is told, each time asking, "are you sure?" or "should I do that now?"

Instructor: "First, fold it in half. Fold it again. Put it in your back pocket. Wipe your armpits with it. Now unfold it and put it on your head. Shine your shoes with it."

When done, the last instruction is "Whew, I've worked up a sweat, now wipe your forehead with it!"

Finally, the plant and instructor turn and face each other, and the Instructor is shocked "What happened to you?! Where's your bandana?"

Plant: "Bandana?? Bandana?! I though you said 'Banana!'"
Balloon Orchestra

**Description**
The players in the orchestra each hold a balloon. They blow up their balloons in unison, then let out the air in a squeak at a time to the rhythm of some easily recognized rhythm such as "Blue Danube" or "Jingle Bells". To end the skit all fill their balloons with air and let go at the director's signal.

Bubble Gum Skit
1st camper walks out to the chair, takes his gum out of his mouth, places it on the back of the chair, then walks off.

2nd camper walks out to the chair, leans his hand on the back, finds the gum on his hand, and totally disgusted wipes it on the seat of the chair and walks off.

3rd camper walks up to the chair and sits down. He realizes with great disgust that the gum is stuck to his bum. Disgusted, he peels it off, throws it to the ground, and walks off.

4th camper walks out to the chair, then realizes he's got gum stuck to his shoe. With great disgust he peels it off, sticks it to the back of the chair, and walks off.

1st camper comes back, walks up to the chair, peels it off, sticks it in his mouth, walks on.

Candy Store

**Description**
You ask 2 or 3 adults to come stand with their hands over their head next to a prop counter (box will do) in the candy store.
A camper comes in and asks for a red rope. The first camper gets the red rope and leaves.
The second camper comes in and does the same. The third camper comes in and says "I saw 2 kids with red rope, do you have anymore?"
The candy shop owner says, "No, those were the last ones but we do (candy shop owner points to the 2 or 3 adults) have these suckers.
Requirements 2 red ropes, table (for candy to sit on),

Comb your hair!

**Description**
The first person crawls in on his/her knees and falls down and pretends to die.
The next person crawls in and says "water" "water" "water" and falls down and pretends to die.
The third person crawls in and says "water" "water" "water" and gets to the cup of water and takes out his comb and combs his hair
**Come See The Monster!**

**Description**
There is one person under a sheet, then another person to be the "Advertiser" then several more that will come up later.

Advertiser: Come one come all! Come see the scariest monster in the world! (The person under the sheet)

Customer1: Alright, I'll check it out, how scary can it be? (They peek under the sheet and faint or run away screaming)

Advertiser: O.K., Who's next step right up!

Customer2: I'll take a look (Peeks under sheet and screams while fainting)

Advertiser: (rolls customer to the side) Anyone Else?

Customers 3&4: Let us look! (They both look under the sheet and faint)

Advertiser: (Rolls customers with the other one) This wasn't in the job description. Does anyone from out there( the audience) want to look at the monster? (Choose someone that won't get their feelings hurt easily)

Volunteer looks under the sheet and the monster faints.

---

**Contagious Disease Ward**
The scene takes place in the waiting room of a doctor of contagious and communicable diseases, Dr. Ringworm, M.D.

**Have four chairs and a stand for magazines or books.
**In walks a person (a) with an itch which they scratch periodically in different places.
**They grab a magazine & attempt to read but they are disturbed periodically by their itch.
After a while , a second person (B) comes in with a serious hand twitch. B sits next to A.

B gradually starts to scratch with the itch, while A's hand starts to twitch. When it has been well established that they have contracted each others' disease, a third person enters with a serious leg twitch.

Pretty soon all three have the hand twitch, leg twitch, and itch all over.

A fourth person comes in bouncing all over the place and shaking every muscle in their body. The actions of the four people become more frantic and are bouncing around in their chairs.

Then a person dressed like a pregnant lady strolls in casually and the other four scramble for their lives.
**Crying Skit**
The first person of the team comes on stage crying.

The next person comes out, asks the first one what's the matter and the first one whispers in his ear. Then they both start crying, long and loud.

Several others come out on stage, one at a time and repeat the same action.

When everyone is on stage, crying, moaning, howling, sniffing and so on (using large handkerchiefs that were dipped in water before their entrance and wringing them out splashily) the last person comes out and asks aloud: "Why is everyone crying?"

They all answer in unison: "Because we haven't got a skit!"

**Chicken Farmer**
The skit starts out, with 3 (or 4) campers in a line and another camper (playing the hatchery owner) over on the other side of the stage.

The first camper (playing the Farmer) in the line pretends to start a truck, and the whole group "drives" over to the Hatchery owner.

When they get there, the Farmer gets out of the truck, and walks over to the owner while the other campers (playing the crew) stay in the truck.

The farmer and owner greet, and the farmer announces that he would like to by 4 dozen chickens, the owner says alright, and they agree upon a price. Upon agreeing on the price, the two spit in their hands an shake.

The farmer then turns to his truck, and shouts, "Hey you guys, get on outta that truck an' load up these here chickens!" (note: for a good laugh, the farmer can slur all of the words together, so almost nobody can understand him.)

The Crew gets out, and they load up the chickens. While the chickens are being loaded, the farmer and owner can chat about the weather.

Once all of the chickens are loaded, the farmer gets back in his truck, and he and the crew all drive back to the Farm.

Narrator comes onto stage and announces: "One week later" then the cast repeats the process 2 more times...

On the third time through, farmer announces that he would lik to buy 5 dozen chickens.

The owner whistles, and says, "man, you must have a pretty good sized farm going on now."

The farmer then replies, "Well, I really can't tell yet, but I think I'm either planting them too deep, or too far apart."
**Did you see that?**

Two or more people take part. The action can be taking place in any location; the city, the country, the woods, etc.

While walking along, one person excitedly exclaims, "Whoa, cool, wow, neat! (or any similar exclamation) did you see that?"

Another person who is the "dummy" for the entire skit acts like they didn't see the object/action while obviously looking around replies "No, What? What? I missed it."

Then the person or people who saw the object say what it was (any object; Bald Eagle, fish, fancy car, cute girl etc.) and comment on how neat it was. Example; "That Salmon must've jumped three feet in the air!"

Repeat this dialogue again so the "dummy" replies "No, What did I miss?. After the third or so time where the "dummy" doesn't see the object/action they decide to "fake it" so they do not seem so stupid and reply "Yes, wow! That was so cool, neat, awesome etc."

For the last one, while walking along the group of people turn around and point at the ground where they just walked and and exclaim together, "Whoa! Gosh! Did you see that back there?"

The "dummy" Replies again, "Yes, Wow! That was amazing! Then one of the others exclaims, "Then why did you step in it? That was the biggest, gooeyest pile of dog doo I've ever seen!"

The others exclaim wildly "Oh, gross! as the "dummy" pretends to wipe his shoe off on the ground.

**Duck Food  Description  Camper 1: (stands behind box)**

Camper 2: (walks in stands in front of box) Got any duck food?

**Camper 1:** No this is a hardware store. We don't sell duck food.

Camper 2: (Leaves and re-enters & walks up to counter) Got any duck food?

**Camper 1:** No! And if you ask again I'm going to staple your feet to the floor.

Camper 2: (Leaves and re-enters & walks to counter) Got any staples?

**Camper 1:** No.

Camper 2: Good. Got any duck food?
Echo
The leader announces that he has noticed an echo and he is going to try it out (also could be on a hike overlooking a canyon). The following is a dialogue between the leader and the echo - a person out of the room or out of sight.

Leader: Hello
Echo: Hello
Leader: Cheese
Echo: Cheese
Leader: Bologna
Echo: (silence)
Leader: (to group) It must not be working now. I'll try again “This leader is great.”
Echo: Bologna

Emergency Broadcast System Skit (good for little kids)
The announcer says “This is a test of the Camp Silver Lake emergency broadcast system. This is only a test.

Group: everyone hums a very high pitched tone similar to the tone on the radio/tv just before an emergency broadcast is given.

The announcer then says “This has been a test of the Camp Silver Lake emergency broadcast system. If this had been an actual emergency, this is what you would hear.”

Group: everyone starts screaming and running around in a panic then run away back to your spot in the audience.

Elevator Riders
Description The elevator operator moves the stick and opens the elevator door while shouting "First floor...Lobby"

One or two campers enter the elevator, and the operator moves the stick to close the door. As the elevator moves from floor to floor, the passengers bounce up and down while repeating the phrase "Come on, Ten"

The elevator stops the elevator and opens the door while shouting "Second floor...sporting goods" One or two more campers enter. After the door closes, all passengers bounce up and down, repeating the phrase "Come on Ten"

This continues for each floor, and each the time the passengers become more frantic and more agitated while repeating "Come on Ten"

By the time the elevator reaches the tenth floor, the car full of passengers should be almost out of control shouting "Come on Ten!"

The operator opens the door, and shouts "Tenth Floor...Restrooms" All the passengers scream with relief and run out of the elevators and off stage

Enlarging Machine

Description
#1: My name is (insert name, could be a made up name or the name of a staff member). I am the wonderful inventor of this here wonderful invention, my enlargement machine. Step right up and throw something in to be enlarged.

"Machine" is whatever contraption you can make that hides 1 or 2 campers

#2: (throw twig in)

#4 (behind machine-throws out log)

#3: Whoa, that's awesome! (throw in pebble)

#4: (behind machine-throws out rock)

#1: Now you have it. One more person today will get to try out my wonderful machine. (select a volunteer from the audience, preferably a counselor.

#1: Doesn't look like you have anything to throw in. [If he says he does, tell him, the machine won't work with it] I have an idea, just spit into it. Volunteer: spit behind the sheet

#4: (throw cup of water at volunteer)
Honesty (an initiation)
We are the three solemn judges
We demand “HONESTY” for your answer. —
Whom do you love?

How a counselor goes to the toilet (an initiation)

You need to have one seat in front of the audience.

Choose 4-8 counselors and explain to them that they need to mime/mimic an action such as washing dishes, driving a car, riding on a roller coaster, swimming, riding a bike, etc... (the list is endless)

No words can be said but noises such as grunts and screams are allowed.

One by one the counselors will go and sit in the seat and do their actions. They do not know why they are doing them though.

Once all of the counselors have gone, one child stands up and says that's how your counselor goes to the bathroom.

Invisible bench (4 people?)
Camper 1 is on the invisible bench already

camper 2: (walks up to Camper 1) What ya doing’?

Camper 1: Sitting on this here invisible bench.

Camper 2: Can I join ya?

Camper 1: Sure!

Repeat until all but one of the Campers are sitting on the invisible bench.

Counselor: what are you doing?

Camper 1: sitting on this invisible bench.

Counselor: How can you? I moved it over there yesterday! (pointing somewhere else.) All the campers sitting fall down.

Is it Time Yet? (Revised/Updated)

Description
This is a very funny skit. Have 3 people, (little Bob, middle Bob, and big Bob) sit near each other, with their right leg propped up on their left leg. This is the key. It's better to use an accent of some language, or cowboy accent to make it effective. (you can make sign or name tags for each to wear)
1. Start out with setup above, better if the 3 "Bob's" are sitting on one bench facing audience with right leg propped up on left leg.

2. Wait about 5 seconds, make the impression of waiting.

3. Have little Bob ask middle Bob, "Middle Bob? Is it tiiiiime yet? (lengthen the word "time" to create a pattern)?"

Middle Bob says "I dunno. (to big Bob) Big Bob? Is it tiiiiime yet? (same as above)"

Big Bob checks his watch (or if you don't have a watch, pretend to look at it) and says "Nope. Not time yet."

4. Repeat the above step again, after waiting about 5-10 seconds, or so.

5. Repeat step 3 again, but this time Big Bob says "yes, it's time." At this point all 3 Bob's switch their legs around so that their left leg is propped up on the right leg.

6. At this point the audience should laugh hysterically (hopefully).

**Mama Mama!**  Title: Mama Mama the house is on fire

**Description**

You need:
2 campers: both play kids.
3 Counselors: one is the director, two are the mom and dad.

So the basic skit goes like this;
Director introduces the skit and says that he's filming a new movie...and action!

Kids: mama mama! the house is on fire!

mom: The house is on fire?

kids  YES THE HOUSE IS ON FIRE!

Mom: ok, I'll go tell your father! (goes up to the dad)
   Dan (His name or use a counselors name)
   Dan! The house is on fire!

Dad: The house is on fire?
Mom : The house is on fire!

Dad: I'll call the fire dept. (pretends to call) Hi! my house is on fire. ok, you'll be right over? great! thanks!

Director yells:  CUT.  I’m not feeling this.  Let’s try to do it with a _______ theme.
Some funny themes are: aliens, pirates, english (british accent), red neck, gangsta, western...The actors have to speak within the theme.

Red Neck: the kids could say mama, mama the trailer's on fire!

Gangsta: Ole lady, the crib is a blazin'

English: Mummy, Mummy I do believe the edifice is a blaze.

Aliens: Authority figure of a female nature, our spaceship is combusting.

Do it calmly or quietly or shouting in a panic.

Valley girl: Mutha, Mutha, our mansion is like on fire or something.

Surfer: Like dude my beach shack is like on fire dude.

**Musical Genius (use a guitar or musical instrument to play the intro)**
The announcer makes a flowery introduction about how fortunate the audience is to have the opportunity to hear a splendid vocal group about to perform.

After the introduction, the group marches onto stage and lines up across the front. The announcer states that their first number will be that appealing ballad "The Little Lost Sheep". Following a short musical introduction, singers open their mouths and produce a long, loud "Baa-a-a" and then exit the stage.

**Rattle Snake**
The two campers are sleeping peacefully when one of them jumps up and screams

Camper 1: "AH I've been bit by a rattle snake on the bum".

Camper 2: "Hold on I'll go find out what to do"(running to doctor)

Camper 2: (talking to doctor) "Doctor, Doctor my friend was bitten by a rattle snake what should I do?"

Doctor: "You must first suck out the poison" 2nd camper returns to camp.

Camper 2 says to camper 1 “Well the doctor says you’re gonna die.”

**What kind of tracks are these?**
First boy, standing center stage, looking at ground.
Second camper comes in, asks: "What are you doing?"
First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."

Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me."

Third camper joins group: "What are you doing?"

First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."

Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me."

Third camper: "They look like bear tracks to me."

Fourth camper joins group: "What are you doing?"

First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."

Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me."

Third camper: "They look like bear tracks to me."

Fourth camper: "You guys, those are TRAIN TRACKS."

Just then, the rest of the campers come in as a train, tooting and chugging.

**World's Greatest Caterpillar**

*Description*

Campers stand in a line under towels/blankets so they look like a giant caterpillar.

The counselor announces that he/she has found the greatest caterpillar and has taught it a few tricks. "Caterpillar lift you right legs, caterpillar lift your left legs, etc."

Then for the final trick a member from the audience comes to the front and lays down.

Counselor announces the final trick will be for the caterpillar to walk over the volunteer.

When the last camper crosses over the volunteer, he/she dribbles water onto the volunteer.

The counselor then says, "I guess I forgot to potty train it!"

*Why Did the Chicken Cross the Road?*  SKIT – put signs on people to identify them.

- Shrek: Urrrrrrp - What chicken?
- George Bush: To face a kinder, gentler thousand points of headlights
- Darwin: It was the logical next step after coming down from the trees
- Bob Dylan: How many roads must one chicken cross?
- Robert Frost: To cross the road less traveled by
- Gilligan: The traffic started getting rough; the chicken had to cross. If not for the plumage of its peerless tail the chicken would be lost, the chicken would be lost!
• Martin Luther King: It had a dream
• James T. Kirk: To boldly go where no chicken has gone before
• Sir Isaac Newton: Chickens at rest tend to stay at rest. Chickens in motion tend to cross the road
• Mr. Scott: 'Cos ma wee transporter beam was na functioning properly. Ah canna work miracles, Captain!
• Mae West: I invited it to come up and see me sometime
• George Washington: Actually it crossed the Delaware with me back in 1776
• Albert Einstein: Whether the chicken crossed the road or the road crossed the chicken depends upon your frame of reference
• Darth Vader: Because it could not resist the power of the Dark Side
• Lord Baden-Powell: To earn a Road Crossing merit badge
• Colonel Sanders: I missed one?

**Steps to Build a Campfire Joke**

1. Split dead limb into fragments and shave one fragment into slivers.
2. Bandage left thumb.
3. Chop other fragments into smaller fragments.
4. Bandage left foot.
5. Make a structure of slivers (including those embedded in the hand).
7. Light match.
8. Repeat "A Scout is cheerful" and light match.
9. Apply match to slivers, add wood fragments, and blow gently into base of flames.
10. Apply burn ointment to nose.
11. When fire is burning, collect more wood.
12. When fire is burning well, add all remaining firewood.
13. After thunderstorm has passed, repeat the above steps.

**Lost Item around Campfire**

*Description*
First boy searches the ground around the campfire.

Second boy: "What are you looking for; maybe I can help you find it.

First boy: "I dropped my favorite marble."

Second boy: "Where were you standing when you dropped it?"
First boy: "Over there." (He points into the darkness.)

Second boy: "Then why are you looking over there.

First boy: "Are you kidding? It's too dark over there. You can't see a thing

**Listen at the Wall**
One person goes along a wall listening and listening.

Others come along and ask him what he is doing.

He says dramatically, "Listen," and the others do.

One of them says, "I don't hear anything", in a disgusted voice.

"LISTEN", he says more dramatically and they listen some more.

Again someone says, "I don't hear anything."

The original listener says, "You know," with a faraway look, "it's been like that all day."

**Radio Airwaves**
(5 people needed to be radio station announcers)

**Announcer:**
On the way to the (meeting/outing/camp) tonight, we were listening to the radio, but we were having trouble keeping a single station on the air. The stations kept overlapping each other. Just as we starting getting interested in one thing the station would switch and something entirely different would come on. It sounded something like this....

**Commercial:**
Are you missing something in your life? Do you always find yourself unprepared? Do you like camping and hiking in the great outdoors? If you do then join the 4-H camping project. 4H camping today - it’s a lot more than...

**Baseball:**
...a beautiful day at the county stadium were the (team name) are hosting the Twins. It looks like it will be a very close battle today as both teams are very strong and led by two great pitchers, Scott and (other team pitcher). The Twins will be at the plate first. Leading off the batting order will be...

**Cooking:**
...meatloaf, scalloped potatoes, peas. And we will top it off with apple pie for desert. Okay ladies, get out your note pads and your cooking utensils. Listen carefully and you will learn how to prepare this scrumptious dish to please that hard working hungry husband of yours after a long day’s work at...

**Story time:**
...Fantasy land, where all of your dreams come true. Hello boys and girls. Today’s story is an old time favorite. It is about a famous little girl and her dear old grandmother who...
Gangster:
...dirty, rotten, no good two bit, double crossing crook and when I get my hands on him I’ll
pulverize him to a pulp, fit him to a pair of concrete shoes, and he will never be seen in my
territory again. Even if the low down, dirty rat is...

Baseball:
...the next batter at the plate for the Twins. Here’s the first pitch... It’s a ball, outside. The pitcher
gets his signals. He winds up... Whoa! It’s a hard fast ball right down the pipe. Strike one. The
count is one and one. The pitcher delivers again. The batter swings...

Cooking:
...the meatloaf into the pan and fry for fifteen minutes or until brown. Now ladies, this next step is
very crucial to the success of your meatloaf. If you don’t get it correctly...

Gangster:
...I’ll bash your head in and make mash potatoes out of your face. So don’t mess up or I’ll send
you to...

Commercial:
...the Silver Lake 4-H camp. Just imagine the fun you’ll have swimming, boating, hiking, and
sitting around the campfire at night. Only you, the stars, the moon and...

Story time:
...Little Red Riding Hood”, said the wolf. “What do you have in your basket?” “Well, Mr. Wolf”,
said Little Red Riding Hood, “I have...

Baseball:
...two outs! Twins on first and second at the bottom of the third and they are down by two runs.
They’ve got to have a hit with this batter or they’re...

Cooking:
...meatloaf will be burnt, so be careful ladies, because burnt meatloaf can cause...

Baseball:
...a home run! And that will put the Twins in the lead, 6 to 5, in the bottom of the sixth inning
here at county stadium. Wow! What a change of events. This game has changed from a dull,
typical pitchers battle to an...

Commercial:
...afternoon of fun and adventure at the beautiful (campground name). And remember, as the Boy
Scout motto states, Be Prepared to...

Gangster:
...get your guts blown out if you double cross me again. I’ll put so many holes in you that you’ll
look like a screen door. No one fools around with me except...

Commercial:
...the 4-H campers at Silver Lake...

Baseball:
...have struck out again, and boy is the (other team)’s manager giving it to the ump. I can just
imagine saying...

Story time:
...My, what big eyes you have grandmother”, said Little Red Riding Hood. “The better to see you
with my dear,” said the wolf. “And grandmother”, said Little Red Riding Hood, “what a big nose
you have...

Baseball:
...says the ump to the (other team)’s manager as he throws him out of the game. Well, Bob, it
looks like the only thing that can save the (other team’s name) now is...

Commercial:
...the campers at Camp Silver Lake...
Cooking: 
...and your piping hot peas. By now your pie crust should be tender and flaky, just like ...

Story time: 
...Little Red Riding Hood was about to be gobbled up by the wicked old wolf. Suddenly, the door burst open, and the woodsman said...

Gangster: 
...you dirty bugger. I’ve got you dead to right now. Mess with my girl, will you? Well, no one messes with my girl and gets away with it. The only thing that can save you now is...

Baseball: 
...the Twins...

Cooking: 
...your crisp apple pie..

Story time: 
...Little Red Riding Hood..

Commercial: 
...and the Campers at 4H Camp Silver Lake.

**Camp Security Camera Skit**

**Action** – practice practice practice to make it go smoothly

This skit works best when the narrator acts as an authority figure and speaks to the group as an information session.

Narrator: I called this session today to inform everyone that we at [troop number] security systems have installed new security cameras here at [Camp Name/place performing]. This is in response to a recent crime wave. The perpetrators have been stealing [item] from young scouts yet, nobody has come forward as a witness. Hopefully, these cameras will help us catch these thieves.

I will now demonstrate how the cameras work and show you footage of an actual robbery that occurred just last night.

{Pretend to click the remote control at the stage as you walk off stage}

{The two large boys enter from the left, walking at normal speed side by side with enough room to allow the small scout to squeeze through. The small scout enters from the right and does the same, heading for the gap between the large boys.}

Narrator: Let's watch as this first year scout gets mugged by these two thugs.

{The boys just bump into each other very casually and proceed on like normal. They then return to their original places on opposite sides of the stage.}
Narrator: Did you all see that?!? No? Then let's watch again in slow motion.

{Same action is repeated except the small scout might be spun around. The amount of action revealed is based on how long you want the skit to be. If you need to take 7-10 mins, repeat the first action but just walking slower. If you want it to be 3-5 mins, have the small scout be spun around.}

Narrator: You all saw it that time, right?!? No? Alright, I'll slow it down to super slow motion [this is written as the quick version, if you need it to fill more time go to double slow, triple slow, etc before moving on to super slow motion].

{The boys enter from opposite sides but now, the big scouts pick the smaller one up, shake him upside down, place him back down and brush him off. As an added touch, have the small scout wear a loose hat and keep the item you referenced at the top in his pocket so they will fall out/off.}

Narrator: Well I'm glad that you all now know the need for security cameras at camp. Goodnight!

**Equipment**

- 2 Bigger, Stronger Scouts
- 1 Narrator
- 1 Small Scout
- TV/Radio Remote Control (optional)

**Who Sneeze?**

**Description**

General: Welcome to the world's finest recruiting barracks!

(last recruit in line sneezes)

General: Who sneezed? (goes up to the first recruit) did you sneeze?

Recruit 1: NO, I was tying my shoe!

(General takes stick and hits the recruit, who then falls to the ground!)

(This continues down the line)

General says to last guy in line: Did you sneeze!?

Last person says: Yes, sir.

General: "Gesundheit!"
**What's Wrong?**

*Description*

1st camper: Enters the stage, looks around and begins to cry.

2nd camper: Enters the stage, asks the first camper, "What's wrong?"

1st camper: Whispers in his ear (what ever you want) and both begin to cry.

3rd camper: Enters the stage, and asks, "What's wrong?"

Each subsequent camper comes in and asks campers already on stage, who whispers in their ear.

Last camper: Enters and asks all of the campers: "Why are you all crying?"

ALL CAMPERS: (in unison) "We are supposed to have a skit and we don't have one!!

---

**River Water**

There is a chief who is handing out forks spoons and knives and plates to a group of campers.

The first camper asks, "Can I get a fork please?"

The chief replies "Sure here you go."

Then the camper asks "How did you get it so clean?"

The chief replies, "River water."

You do this with at least 3 more campers using different objects (forks spoons knives plates).

The last camper says "May I have a fork?"

The chief says "I have to clean some first."

The chief yells "River water!" and a dog comes up and licks all the silverware.

All the campers act sick.
Great Swami or the Fortune Teller

The "Great Swami" sits in a chair at the front of the stage and declares to the audience that he can predict the future of anyone in the audience and asks for volunteers (staff members/campers who are part of the skit).

The first volunteer asks the swami to read his/her fortune.

The swami demands the person give him their shoe. The swami then sniffs (with great drama and flair, of course) the person's shoe. After thinking for a moment, the swami declares that the person will become afflicted with a terrible coughing fit.

The volunteer is doubtful and walks away. As they walk away, they begin to cough and collapse.

A string of volunteers approach the swami one at a time, and each is given a terrible affliction (sneezing, hiccupping, itching, burping, etc).

The final volunteer (could be a good natured parent or camper from the audience) gives the swami his/her shoe. After a sniff, and a moment, declares that the person will be going for a long walk and throws the shoe across the stage

Ice Fishing

Description

2 scouts are ice fishermen and they walk to center stage.

Ole: Sven dies looks like a got spot.

Sven: Yaw, Ole, let's start here, den.

(Sven starts using a manual ice drill to cut through the ice.)

God's Voice (from off stage, very loud and commanding sounding): There are no fish there!

(Sven and Ole jump and look around.)

Ole: Sven, let's try over der.

Sven: Yaw, Ole, you drill the hole dies time.

(Ole takes the drill and they move to a new location and start to drill through the ice.)

God's Voice: There are no fish there!
(Sven and Ole jump and look around.)

Ole: My gosh, Sven, we'd best try a different spot I'm thinking'.

Sven: Ya, Ole, dat looks pretty good over der.

(Ole takes the drill and they move to a new location and start to drill through the ice.)

God's Voice: Listen, you guys, I'm the ice rink manager and THERE ARE NO FISH THERE!

---

Help Out A Buddy

For this skit you will need two hunting buddies and a 911 call center person.

The skit starts off with the two hunters pretending to hunt in the woods (you could use twigs for guns). Suddenly one of them clutching his chest, falls to the ground. The other pulls out his cell phone and calls 911 looking around in a panic and acting scared. This works best if the 911 person is on the other side of the stage and just stands up or walks on to the stage at this point.

911: "Hello?"

Fred: " 911 my friend (insert name) has fallen to the ground and I think he might be dead!!!"

911: " Sir please calm down and follow my instructions. First we have to make sure he's dead.."

(**silence**)  

There is a gunshot and Fred comes back on the phone.

Fred:" O.K. he’s dead. Now what?"

Just a Hike in the Woods
A guy's going on a hiking vacation through the mountains Out West. Before setting off into the boonies, he stops into a small general store to get some supplies.

After picking out the rest of his provisions, he asks the old store owner, "Say, Mister, I'm going hiking up in the mountains, and I was wondering; do you have any bears around here?"

"Yup," replies the owner.

"What kind?" asks the hiker.

"Well, we got black bears and we got grizzlies," he replies.

"I see," says the hiker. "Do you have any of those bear bells?"

"What do you mean?" asks the store owner.

"You know," replies the hiker, "those little tinkle-bells that people wear in bear country to warn the bears that they are coming, so they don't surprise the bears and get attacked."

"Oh yeah," replies the owner. "They're over there," he says, pointing to a shelf on the other side of the store. The hiker selects a couple of the bells and and takes them to the counter to pay for them.

"Tell me something, Mister," the hiker inquires, "how can you tell when you're in bear territory, anyway?"

"By the scat," the old fellow replies, ringing up the hiker's purchases.

"Well, um, how can I tell if it's grizzly territory or black bear territory?" the hiker asks.

"By the scat," the store owner replies.

"Well, what's the difference?" asks the hiker. "I mean, what's different between grizzly scat and black bear scat?"

"The stuff that's in it," replies the store owner.

Getting a little frustrated, the hiker asks, "OK, so what's in grizzly bear scat that isn't in black bear scat?" he asks, an impatient tone in his voice.

Bear bells, replies the old man as he hands the hiker his purchases.